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AUSTRALIA'S ORIGINAL BOYS' TOWN
A place for change...
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Welcome to the first, the very first, Dunlea Centre newsletter. We are excited 
to have you dropping in to view our news. The intention behind the newsletter 
is to inform you of what is happening with all-things-Dunlea, and provide regular 
updates each term.

After 71 years of being known in the Sutherland Shire as Boys’ Town Engadine, the agency 
reinvented itself with the introduction of the first residential program for girls in 2010. This 
prompted a renaming discussion and logo change for the agency, which resulted in Dunlea 
Centre, a place for change. This was certainly a great outcome; the founder Father Tom Dunlea 
remembered for his vision and the essence of the agency’s work, captured in a phrase. 

And we have been continuing to change and evolve to meet the changing needs of our families and young 
people. Major building works transpired throughout 2015-2017 with all residential rooms equipped with 
ensuites. The Introduction of the Teaching Family Model in 2019 and extending our education program to 
include the Stage 6 curriculum. On top of all this, we went from 3 residential houses to four with a fifth house in 
the pipeline for late 2022/23. Yes, a second residential girl’s program, which will be very exciting for everyone. 
I hope you enjoy our first newsletter and look forward to hearing some of your feedback from our first attempt.

Stay safe

Paul Mastronardi
Executive Director

A NEW HOME DANA SCULLY

After graduating from seminary, Father Thomas Vincent Dunlea was sent from his home in Ireland 
to Australia where he took up residence as curate in Rose Bay.

While ministering to the inmates in Sydney’s Kings Cross district late one night, he heard a young boy singing 
in the streets. The sad song echoed the sadness he felt for the men he was ministering to, but the young boy’s 
song sparked an idea. If he could find a way to keep young boys off the streets, he might just be able to keep 
them from growing into a life of crime. 

He took that idea with him to the Sutherland Shire, where he became parish priest. While ministering to the 
many homeless people in the area, the flames of the idea took hold. A young boy asked Father to tend to his 
dying mother. As Father administered the Last Rites, the woman begged him to look after her son. Father 
couldn’t deny her last wish, nor could he leave an orphaned boy alone in the Royal National Park. That young 
boy become the first of many that Father Dunlea would help over the years and became the impetus for Boys’ 
Town, a home for ‘wayward’ boys.

MESSAGE FROM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

DEVELOPING A THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP WITH 
YOUNG PEOPLE AND FAMILIES ... KATHERINE MCEVOY

Dunlea Centre recognises that adolescence is a key developmental period that can often 
be characterised by many changes and challenges. 

Not only are physical changes apparent, but adolescents gradually gain autonomy, demonstrate increased 
abstract thinking and engage in more experimentation and risk-taking behaviours. These key developmental 
tasks can impact on family functioning and coping. Across the lifespan, the prevalence of mental health 
difficulties is highest in those aged 12 to 25 years. 

Dunlea Centre offers a range of evidenced-based therapeutic 
interventions for young people and families, with a particular 
focus on fostering a strong therapeutic relationship in order to 
increase positive outcomes. A therapeutic relationship based 
on collaboration, acceptance, authenticity, respect and 
understanding, helps to increase engagement and build 
a working alliance. Dunlea Centre epitomises a culture 
that has broken down any stigma surrounding 
mental health or help-seeking behaviours.

Dunlea Centre’s program is structured in a way 
that promotes positive mental wellbeing by 
utilising a wrap-around model of care that is 
strengths-based and needs-based. A strong 
focus on physical health, connection with 
others, skills-based learning, unconditional 
positive regard and engagement in activities, 
helps to build resilience and coping resources. 

The primary goal is always creating strong 
partnerships with our young people and 
families, in order to help every young person 
navigate their unique challenges and fulfill 
their potential. 

A NEW MUSEUM DANA SCULLY

In 2010, Dunlea Centre opened a small museum, housed in the 
side room of the admin building. It was used during the 70th 
anniversary celebrations, but not often thereafter and was 
eventually dismantled.

In 2019, with Executive Director, Paul Mastronardi’s vision, the museum 
was re-opened for the 80th anniversary celebrations. Permanently 
housed in the newly restored DC Chapel, the current exhibition is an 
80-year retrospective detailing the many facets of DC history, which in 
some ways is the history of Engadine as well.

The museum is currently undergoing standardisation through the New 
South Wales Museums and Galleries Association and will open to the 
public in the near future. Tours are available on the first Wednesday of the 
month. Contact admin on (02) 8508 3900 for tour registration details.

Photograph: Sports through the decades (D Scully 2019)

Photograph: Fr Dunlea returns to Boys’ Town (Dunlea Centre Archive Collection - photographer unknown 1965)
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THE ROLE OF OUR BEHAVIOURAL INTERVENTIONISTS 
(BI’S) CURTIS LEMAN

My name is Curtis and I am the Senior Behavioural Interventionist at Dunlea Centre. 

The unique role of my team is to:

•	 	assist	in	supporting	with	classroom	behaviour	management	using	the	Teaching	Family	
Model adopted from Boys Town, Omaha; and

•	 	to	work	closely	with	our	teachers	in	supporting	our	young	people	in	developing	positive	
pro social skills. 

The BI team works across many different areas of our program - no day is ever the same!

Each morning, before school, we run a briefing for the residential young people. This is a great opportunity to 
discuss the upcoming day, pass on any relevant information and set them up for success by practicing the skills 
they will need for that particular day. We also run a Residential Wellness Program in the afternoon which is a 
popular elective based program, generally consisting of one sporting activity and an indoor activity. 

We collect the data from our young people’s day cards and input them into our database. This is done to 
determine skill deficits, observe positive behaviour change, and also track and alter goal skill areas. Our card 
data is a great way to look at how a young person is progressing within their own individual program so we 
can tailor our service to their needs.

Our main focus, and drive, is on the prevention of negative behaviours by pre-teaching alternative pro social 
behaviours. We rely heavily on our social skills curriculum that looks at a range of skills that are vital for 
young people to develop. These skills are taught and reinforced with the aim of a successful transition back to 
mainstream, work or further study.

Being a Behavioural Interventionist is extremely rewarding and by working together with our young people 
we hope we can instill some positive changes into their lives.

CULTURE DAY CALUM PIRIE

Week 9 of Term 2 presented a change of pace 
for the young people at Dunlea, with classes and 
assessment tasks winding down for the term. An 
important opportunity to foster an increased sense 
of belonging was offered to all Dunlea students.

Young people were invited to reflect on culture and 
connection within the centre, guided by our very 
own Chapel / Museum Curator, Dana. Activities in 
the Chapel centered on nurturing past traditions, 
connecting creatively with the culture of their respective 
Houses and making flags and banners to decorate 
Residential spaces.

Outside, the rain held off long enough for Dunlea 
students to participate in some activities designed 
to promote problem solving, teamwork and a feeling 
of togetherness. Games with staff included mini golf, 
spike ball, river crossing, relay races, soccer, table 
tennis and red light – green light. All young people were 
congratulated for their energy, positive peer relations 
and a willingness to give everything a go.

Culture has always been a key indicator of success within 
the program and with the high levels of engagement 
demonstrated by staff and students alike, Dunlea will 
hopefully continue to be a positive place for change.

‘EVERYONE HAS A BASIC HUMAN 
NEED TO BELONG, TO BE IN [A] PLACE 
WHERE THEY MATTER AND FEEL 
WANTED.’ – DON BOSCO JOEL HAMILL

At Dunlea Centre we strive to create a community where students 
understand their educational potential regardless of experiences or 
setback they may have experienced prior to beginning their journey 
with us. We specialise in teaching students pro social skills which will 
allow them to access the curriculum to have educational success.

We purposefully structure activities such as Oztag teams, a Band, creative writing 
groups and other ‘traditional’ school experiences that often our students do not 
participate in due to many reasons, and use these environments to create a 
sense of achievement and a place where our students feel a sense of belonging. 
We know that when they feel this sense of belonging it creates a whole school 
environment of trust and commitment to the journey they and their peers are on 
as they strive for change.

In the school, belonging can be measured in many ways, however one method 
is the student’s attendance record. So far this year attendance record averages 
at 92.6%, which to us, gives an indication that students feel connected to Dunlea 
Centre and find it helpful in achieving their educational goals.



GIVING BACK TO OUR COMMUNITY: CANCER COUNCIL 
RELAY FOR LIFE
Relay For Life is a global movement that brings communities together to celebrate cancer 
survivorship, remember loved ones lost and fight back against cancer.

Dunlea Centre’s young people were excited to support this great cause by baking 13 dozen scones.

Mr Lee Evans MP addressed our students about Relay For Life and encouraged everyone to get behind this 
magnificent fundraiser which supports those in our community who have been touched by cancer.

A big thank you to Gayle and Julie from Loftus TAFE for providing their baking expertise and ensuring a fun 
time was had by all.

‘Dear Mr Evans,

On behalf of the Survivors and Carers subcommittee of the Sutherland Shire Relay for Life, I would like 
to express our thanks for your donation towards this year’s Morning tea.

The scones were delicious and very popular with everyone. The students at Dunlea certainly did 
a great job under the guidance of Gail and Julie.

Our subcommittee is already planning next year’s event and we would love to work with you again.

With thanks,

Helen Scott’
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Noah commenced his program at Dunlea Centre joining the Power House in 2019. He has worked 
hard on developing himself both socially and academically and has shown wonderful improvements 
across both areas. Noah has become an outstanding role model for his peers, evident through his 
election as School Captain. He is in the final year of Stage 6 and now has ambitions to become 
a School Teacher in 2023.

What do you like most about the Dunlea Centre?

The supportive environment in my education and being able to create and see friends 
in a safe and fun environment.

What motivates you to learn more?

My most common source of motivation is the belief my family, friends and teachers have 
that I’ll be able to succeed in my future.

What is an achievement you’re proud of?

I’m most proud in my Parliamentary award and my results in mathematics.

In your free time, what do you like to do?

In my free time, I’m either gaming or sleeping. I also like playing and hanging out with 
friends and family.

STUDENT PROFILE: NOAH FAVAE



BOSCO MENSHED

UPCOMING DATES
•	 5th August  Family Talk

•	 10th August  Common Sense Parenting 6 week course to commence

•	 22nd August HSC trials begin this week

•	 22nd August Lori from Boys Town, Omaha, USA visiting Dunlea Centre

•	 2nd September Family Talk

•	 14th September Board Meeting

COMPLIMENTS FROM OUR COMMUNITY
‘I wanted to contact you to say thank you for welcoming the Student Wellbeing Team to the 
Dunlea Centre last week. We were absolutely blown away with the centre, facilities, staff and 
students. The care and respect shown to the students was beyond anything that we had imagined. We 
will all be talking about the Dunlea Centre with our schools and their families.’

Megan Gregory | Education Officer | Sydney Catholic Schools

‘I wanted to pass on some positive feedback from the coaches at The Y Caringbah. They all said the 
Dunlea kids were great, really respectful & keen to have a crack at everything. One coach even said 
this school is her new high school favourite to take! Your staff were really good getting involved at all 
times and super easy to talk to. I hope the kids enjoyed coming to us and hopefully we will see you 
again in the future. Thank you.’

Pip Corbett | Gymnastics Coordinator | YMCA Caringbah

‘Great exposure to the Dunlea way today. I really appreciate the time you all put in. What you 
do matters so much and the integrity of the program is paramount.’

Andrew McCallum AM | Board Member | Dunlea Centre

CONTACT
Address: Cnr Waratah & Woronora Rds, Engadine, Sydney, NSW | Website: dunleacentre.org.au

Email: admin@boystown.net.au | Phone: +61 (02) 8508 3900 | Fax: +61 (02) 8508 3920

Follow us on social media! 

@dunleacentre 

THANK YOU
Dunlea Centre would like to express immense thanks for the ongoing support it receives from the community. 
Only with your continued support can our work continue.

Want to receive our newsletters via email? Click here to join our email list.

https://www.dunleacentre.org.au/
https://www.facebook.com/TheDunleaCentre/
https://au.linkedin.com/company/dunlea-centre
https://www.instagram.com/dunleacentre/?hl=en
https://www.dunleacentre.org.au/sign-up/

